
 

The Young Investigators Network (YIN) invites early-career scientists to participate in a social 
event in the frame of the European Aerosol Conference 2023 (EAC2023) with the possibility 
to meet other early-career scientists and become a part of the young aerosol network. 

Scientific writing: how to write 
impactful abstracts, articles, 
and proposals. 

At some point along every researcher’s career, the daunting task of writing a project abstract 
or grant proposal arrives. From the first steps of preparing abstracts for conferences to the 
application for PhD/post-doc grants, the complicated process of writing an article about your 
research and finally reaching the culminating point of making your own scientific project. We 
all know, scientific writing can determine the success of your career as a researcher, and we 
all worry about it. For this year’s YIN event we invite several scientists to tell us about their 
strategies on outlining and writing a research project, highlighting its key components and - of 
course - asking them for their best tips and tricks.  
 
Program (10-minute talk + 5-minute question turn): 
 

❖ Carsten Kykal, Representative from TSI GmbH. Welcome and introduction. 

● Prof. Christof Asbach, Head of Aerosol and Filtration Research 
department at IUTA and GAeF president. My experience with abstract 
submission and selection. 

● Prof. Jonathan Reid, School of Chemistry of the University of Bristol, and 
AS&T Editor-in-Chief. How to write an impactful paper. 

● A.P. Bernadette Rosati, University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences 
(Vienna). How to write a successful scientific project proposal. 

Join us for insights into the topic and a discussion on proposal writing! The event will include 
talks by invited experts followed by a question round. After the talks and discussions, food and 
drinks will be served with a chance for further mingling. 
 
The event is organised by a team of early career scientists under the umbrella of the 
Gesellschaft für Aerosolforschung (GAeF, the German aerosol community) and Asociación 
Española de Ciencia y Tecnología de Aerosoles (AECyTA, the Spanish aerosol community), 
and sponsored by them, together with the Aerosol Science and Technology (AS&T) journal 
from the American Association for Aerosol Research (AAAR) and TSI GmbH. 
 

            


